TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
could we allow cats to swarm over Albany, unlicensed as rabbits
in Australia? Among my receipted bills is one that runs: "To
altering torn—3/6d", and I never come across this receipt (hunting
perhaps for others that are not there and for the best of reasons)
without feeling a pang of guilt. Yes, I deliberately paid that 3/6d
for "altering torn*', altering Tips—"Love is not love which alters
when it alteration finds"—Oh, but it must be altered for Tips
and Hermione, who might walk out together, up and down the
Rope-Walk in Albany, scamper to and fro playing their charming
nimble games, and yet (as one's mother mournfully said about
gentlemen who flirted and were not serious in their intentions)—
"nothing will come of it!"
Placing each paw fastidiously with a little shake first, for either
this was after a shower or the porter had been washing down the
Rope-Walk, Tips continued his promenade, ignoring me utterly.
I had special reasons which will presently appear, for expecting
he should gratefully adore me, in spite of that one desperate three-
and-sixpenny reason why he should not. So I said rather crossly
to his imperturbable back and conceited tail: "Think you're the
cat's whiskers, don't you?'5, before I reflected that that was no
sensible address to a cat. It was not, you see, my afternoon for
being profoundly intelligent.
Already before lunch two or three things had happened in terms
of nonsense, enough to shake one's faith in routine and sobriety.
I had had occasion, for instance, to look through a locked casket
containing a small packet of very precious letters and papers saved
from the conflagration which had destroyed my Albany rooms in
1940, and which I had not closely examined since then.   I was a
litde curious to see what had survived:   My birth certificate;
nothing particularly exciting about that litde affair;   purely a
matter of business, in fact, except that it reminded me that London
was my native city; and since war started, that was indeed a matter
for pride.   My marriage certificate "in the presence of us, Noel
Coward and E.  H.  Laurie"—those two were the witnesses:
E. H, Laurie, a close friend of my parents; Noel Coward, a nice
quickwitted boy who had clad his unusually decorous mood with
a grey suit of a cut and distinction that was a fair knock-out.   Here
was an impromptu drawing scribbled during an argument with
Sir William Nicholson, the eminent artist:   his conception of
St. George attacking the dragon showed a very small St. George
in a field boundaried by curls and sweeps of the dragon's tail:
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